RT Software tOG Sports Manager

tOG-Sports Manager
Easy to use 2D clips based sports analysis
touchscreen system

EASY TO USE TOUCHSCREEN

OUTPUT ANALYSIS

3D VIRTUAL STADIUM VIEWS

tOG-Sports Manager
The tOG-Sports Story

TV style tactics analysis

tOG-Sports Manager gives you an easy to use yet powerful sports analysis system. It is video clip based,
with the prepared DV Video clips residing locally on the system’s hard disc so there is no need for an
external video server. The manager’s interface is via a touch screen and as it was designed to be used live
on TV it is extremely easy to use yet delivers powerful analysis tools. The output screen is a regular low
cost TV screen.

Easy to Set Up, Easy to Use

Our user interface is widely regarded as the best in the industry - and so it should be as some leading
sports broadcasters such as Sky Sports had considerable input into its design. It is quick and easy to set up,
and the user interface palette and graphics themselves are easily customised via the operator interface for
preferences and team colours. In addition, there is a virtual stadium view which can be used for interactive
formation and tactic analysis

Workflow

With dual screen operation, your video analyst can use the powerful operator interface to create complex
sequences of graphics events, arrows, circles, line tracks and so are easily added and keyframed against
video timecode. The finished sequence can be exported in any standard video format to be played on your
coaches’ tablets or smartphones so they can coach your players anywhere!
With the touch screen interface, tOG Sports becomes an invaluable and easy to use presentation tool to
larger audiences. Interact easily with the graphic tools on tOG Sports Manager to aid understanding of
tactical explanations, coach a whole team at a time.

GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
TOOLS

POWERFUL OPERATOR
INTERFACE

RT Software reserves the right to change the
specification of its products without notice.

EASILY REBRANDED
INTERFACE

tOG-Sports started life in 2008 when Sky
Sports wanted to refresh the technology
used by Andy Gray on the Final Word
weekly wrap up show. The product
received first hand input into the touch
screen user interface—where ease of use
was the #1 priority.

RT Software Background
RT software delivers a broad range of
software based products into the
broadcast market. The company has its
roots in the BBC and has successfully
delivered products used for the Snow
election programmes and News 24 on air
graphics. This market sector demands
robust products with high quality output
and ease of use.
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tOG Sports Manager overview
In use already by leading sports clubs and national teams, including Arsenal FC, Olympique Marseille and England Rugby
Union, tOG Sports Manager is based on RT Software’s family of tOG Sports products. The tools that make tOG Sports a must
have for Sports Broadcasters, ease of use and simple explanation of tactical points, also make it an invaluable tool for Sports
coaching.

Product Hot Spots
 Intuitive and easy to use touch screen interface for the Manager to use for team
discussions

 Re-Brandable touch screen interface, make it look like your product
 Operator interface for Analyst to create more complex graphics and sequences
 Works with wide variety of clip formats, use clips from the broadcast feed of
matches or clips you have shot yourself on the training ground.

 Clip control (selection and play, slow-mo, FF & RW) on the touch screen.
 Customise the telestration palette for ease of use, tailor the suite of tools that your
presenter wants to use.

 Highlight players, with circles, shaft of light or names, great for scouting clips.
 Virtual stadium views
for team formations.
 Export graphic sequences as finished clips for replay on tablet or smartphone, take
your coaching tools with you wherever you go

 Optional line tracking allows metric graphics, accurately measure distances, speeds
and angles

Try before you buy offer.
We are so confident that you would want to keep tOG Sports Manager after using it
that we are offering you the chance to try tOG Sports for three months for a minimal
cost.
Simply pay a small deposit and we will send you a full copy of tOG Sports Manger
installed on a Touch Screen enabled laptop. After three months, either pay the balance to keep tOG Sports Manager permanently, or send the Laptop back to us and we
will refund half your deposit. Contact RT Software for full details.

About RT Software
Provides real-time 3d graphics solutions
for all on air requirements including VR studios, sports ,
news, elections, entertainment and academia.

Founded in 2004 and privately funded, its award winning

founders had spent many years working for the Computer Graphics
department at the BBC.

Based in London in the United Kingdom.

The company operates globally through a network
of trained value added resellers.

RT Software reserves the right to change the
specification of its products without notice.

Contact Us
By post

RT Software Limited, Unit 6, Hurlingham Business Park
Sulivan Road, London, SW6 3DU, United Kingdom.

By phone or email

Phone: +44(0)20 7384 2711
Email: sales@rtsw.co.uk or support@rtsw.co.uk

Through one of our local resellers

Our resellers are tOG-3d trained to provide you with local support.
Please see the partners page on our web site.
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